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FlexBox The storage system that grows with you
Life within four walls. What’s great about it: They’re flexible. Do whatever
you want with them. On top of each other. Next to each other, behind each
other. With a flick of the wrist, modules can be fitted together or moved apart,
combined in different configurations. Transform trolleys into shelves. Convert
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room partitions into enclosed cabinets. Can your four walls do that too?
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An infinitely flexible system

FlexBox looking for contact

Not a mathematical equation for the Nobel Prize, but a prize-winning furniture concept. High-quality materials, well thought-out

Seat box instead of a tray. Take a box break with comfy seat cushions. For smart, fun and dynamic posture changes in

modular principle and incredible extension possibilities. Personalised configuration, depending on usage. All within four walls. And

the workplace.

because no-one knows what the future holds, FlexBox prepares you for everything.
Mobile FlexBox. Make your (business) life easier by taking it with you. So simple, so universal. The dimensions of the small FlexBox

Today
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Tomorrow

Innovation Award Architecture and Office. The magazine AIT, awarded FlexBox the innovation award for architecture and office
in the category, products of architectural quality, during Orgatec 2004.
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Yesterday
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(400 x 400 x 400mm) are an ideal size. FlexBox also comes in bigger sizes: 800 x 400 x 400mm. Discover all the possibilities?
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FlexBox as a room partition

FlexBox makes the world more colorful and interesting

A room inside a room. A FlexBox for everyone. Can be used from both sides, looks good all round, unarguably multifaceted.

One idea, two designs, a number of variations. Completely flexible, meaning “with castors” or “feet”. Trendy materials: pure, natural,

Cuts a dazzling form in the office. Separates and screens, stores and tidies, it simply fits in. Not just a flexible piece of furniture,

tasteful. Every FlexBox is versatile, with push-in flap, file frame, single or double drawer. One thing remains a constant throughout:

but a firm storage statement. For offices that have more than four walls!

The sleek handle. Where you choose to place it simply depends on box combination and good taste.

FlexBox 800mm

FlexBox 400mm

One for all.
Materials and
colors fulfill
everyone’s wishes.

200mm
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400mm
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Flush with the floor or
raised off the floor...
FlexBox can do both.
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FlexBox as a complete office

FlexBox grows with you and your business

Choose your favorite combination. You will always end up with a complete office. Storage space on both a large and a small scale.
Ready-to-use open shelving landscapes. Clear and functional wall storage. Convertible in an instant. FlexBox is so quick and easy
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to assemble that it effortlessly keeps up with your needs. No tools, just a flick of the wrist!
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Creates space where there was none before. FlexBox on castors in any configuration, depending on usage.
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Open or closed. Flap doesn’t stay out, but is pushed back in.
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FlexBox for maximum office space in minimum room space. All that a workstation needs.
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Design intelligence in detail
800xx400mm
400mm
800

400xx 400mm
400mm
400

800xx 800mm
800mm
800
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Open
Offen

With
door
Mitflipper
Einschubklappe
One equals none. That’s why we’ve made many. A host of variations
for many demanding users.

Tidiness makes up half of life. FlexBox occupies the other half.

Mit22drawers
Schubladen
With
Schloß nur
oben möglich
Handles
top

Mit22drawers
Schubladen
With
Schloß oben
und unten möglich
Handles
top/bottom

With
frame
Mitsuspended
Hängerahmen
Powerbox
PowerBox
mit Schwenkklappe
With
flipper door

Highboard. Between heaven and earth. For those who want
to keep all their options open.

Powerbox
PowerBox
offen
Open
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Mit22drawers
Schubladen
With
kein Schloß
möglich
Handles
middle

All-inclusive in FlexBox price. Stress-free storage. All year round.

Base
plate with mit
castors
Bodenplatte
Rollen
Upbistomax.
3 boxes
3 Boxenmax.
Bodenplatte
Gestellframe
100mm
Base
plate with mit
H100mm

Bodenplatte
Gestellframe
300mm
Base
plate with mit
H300mm
Base
plate with mit
plinth
Bodenplatte
Sockel
Bodenplatte
Base
plate with mit
footStellfuß

Sustainability

Sitzkissen
Seat
cushion

Life cycle

Top
Abdeckplatte

During our product development process we consider each stage of the life cycle: from materials extraction, production,
transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life.
Top
with Orga panel
Abdeckplatte
mit Orga-Paneel

Certifications
To show continuous improvements, we communicate Flexbox environmental performance through voluntary environmental
labels and declarations. Sustainability related actions and results are communicated in the annual Steelcase Corporate

Shelf
Fachboden / Kleingefach

Responsibility report.

Ergonomic handles
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X-Connector

Flipper door
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Top with Orga panel

Seat cushion

Materials

Plants

Blauer Engel

PEFC - Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification

ISO 14001 - Environmental management
system

Indoor Advantage

E1 - Low concentration of formaldehyde
in wood

EMAS - European Eco-Management and
Audit Scheme
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Stable corner element
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Functional castors
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Top
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Sleek frame
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Product

Consistently sized grids

Visit steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique ecodesign strategy.
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